MEMORANDUM FOR SEE DISTRIBUTION

SUBJECT: UTD/CTD for MAP/CAP 121-15(I) -- R&R – One per 12 Months

1. SYNOPSIS: Clarifies R&R may only be authorized for members deployed for 12 or more months in the designated location IAW OSD Compensation’s 8 June 2015 clarification memo.

2. The attached revision is forwarded for information purposes only. No coordination or comments are required.

3. This revision was initiated by Navy and OSD Compensation.

4. These changes are scheduled to appear in the JTR, dated 1 November 2015.

5. This determination is effective on 8 June 2015.

6. Action Officer: Velda Potter (velda.a.potter.civ@mail.mil).

//approved//

JOEL T. RIDENOUR
Chief, Policy and Regulations Branch

Attachment:
Rev 1

Uniformed E-Mail Distribution:
MAP Members  P&R Branch  PMO-DTS  GSA-3FT  GSA-OGP(MTT)  DTMO  PPC

Civilian E-Mail Distribution:
CAP Members  P&R Branch  PMO-DTS  GSA-3FT  GSA-OGP(MTT)  DTMO  CBCA Judges
JTR REVISIONS

7005-C2:

a. **Standard Tour**: One per 12 month period.

b. **TDY**: R&R is for a traveler who is serving a tour length under a TDY order for duty of 12 months or more (to include extensions), and who has served at least 60 consecutive days in one or more of the locations in App U.

c. **Extended Tour**: Two per 18 month or longer period. The traveler must have served 18 or more months in the R&R location prior to taking a 2nd R&R leave. See par. 7005-E5c.
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a. **Standard Tour.** One per 12 month period.

b. **Contingency Tour TDY**

   (1) One per contingency tour, (except for DoD members in item 5 below.)

   (2) A contingency tour is ICW and directly tied to a contingency operation (App A1).

   (3) R&R is for a traveler who is serving a tour length under a TDY order for duty of 180 or more consecutive days -12 months or more (to include extensions), and who has served at least 60 consecutive days in one or more of the locations in App U.

c. **Extended Tour.** Two per 18 month or longer period. The traveler must have served 18 or more months in the R&R location prior to taking a 2nd R&R leave. See par. 7005-E5c.